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BOOK REVIEW

Young friends battle ruthless enemies on Earth and in outer space in this SF adventure sequel.

Several years ago, five tweens’ discovery sparked the return of the Arkonots. This ancient race, which once ruled the
world, helped turn Earth’s arid deserts into luscious greenery. Dinosaurs also came back, roaming fenced “experimental
zones” in California and Nevada deserts. But trouble is brewing. Seventeen-year-old Gaia, one of those tweens, runs into
an inexplicably intelligent dinosaur species killing superpredators with a powerful, unknown weapon. She and her friends
guess this somehow relates to Ben, the only human Arkonot, who shares the ancient race’s single cosmic consciousness
and is currently missing. They launch a rescue mission, flying an Arkonotic spaceship to a dwarf planet where Ben was
last seen. There, Gaia and others confront a formidable menace. Meanwhile, back on Earth, the Revolutionary Council,
with representatives from around the globe, doesn’t approve of the Arkonots’ presence, namely their schools, which will
render children more Arkonot than human. The Council’s forces attempt to seize control of earthly lands, effectively
starting a war and threatening some of Gaia’s friends. Leo’s follow-up to Arko: The Dark Union (2022) moves at a swift
pace, opening with Gaia and her telepathically linked pterosaur evading homicidal prehistoric lizards. The author has built
an impressive cast, including the likable returning heroes, their equally appealing parents, and a number of greedy villains.
He keeps the story popping by wisely concentrating on one subplot at a time and merely hinting at expansive backstories,
such as a parallel universe. Similarly, concise and vibrant prose alluringly describes the dinosaurs, from vicious predators
to idyllic herbivores, and offers such images as the setting sun making the San Gabriel Mountains “a smudge on the
horizon.” Though there’s room for another installment, Leo gives this volume a surprising resolution.

Memorable characters navigate this brisk, entertaining futuristic tale.
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